Regional distribution of circumferential residual strains in the human aorta according to age and gender.
The biomechanical response of the human aorta varies with axial location, but little is known about the respective variation of residual strains. Such data are available for common lab animals, but in the traditional opening angle measurement the aorta is considered as an ideal cylinder and average residual strains are measured, so that the spatial variations of local residual strains are not determined. The present study provides opening angle and residual strain data throughout the course and around the circumference of the aorta harvested during autopsy. Opening angle showed notable topographical variation; the highest value was at the top of aortic arch, declining abruptly toward the ascending aorta and to a near-constant value in the descending aorta, and rising in the abdominal aorta. The variation of curvature and of external but not internal residual stretch resembled that of opening angle. Extensive residual stress and wall thickness differences were evidenced among quadrants, with the more pre-stressed being also the thicker quadrants. Gender had overall minor effects, but aging led to increased parameters, occurring earlier in the distal aorta but at later stages becoming predominant proximally. Differences in caliber were pronounced in older subjects, unlike those in opening angle, residual stretches, and thickness that were striking in middle-aged subjects. By contrast, curvature decreased with aging in relation to the smaller percentwise opening angle differences. Detailed knowledge of the zero-stress/no-load geometry of the human aortic wall is critical for an in-depth understanding of aortic physiology, while providing the basis for comparison with disease.